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Hot and cold

Stigma buster
Comedian Eliot Chang
breaks down Asian
stereotypes -SEE NEWS,A2

Women's basketball keeps winning;
men lose On the road -SEESPORTS,A9

C
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TECHNOLOGY

ONE IF BY LAND,
TEXT IF

BYSEA

I(

In a modem-day Paul Revere story,a
hacked electronic highway sign in
northwestern Texas flashed the
message"OMG The British Rcoming.
They Rwatching you." Astatement
from Austin Bridge and Road said
someone"with a questionable sense
of humor" accessed the password.

Campaigns ready for busy week
KELLY HALPl~1, CASSIE
MORIEN & AMANDA WELCH
Contributing Writer, StaffWriter & News Editor

The Student Government Association's presidential campaigns will pick
up this week in anticipation
of next week's election.
Signs, T-shirts, free food.
campaigning in front of the

Union, promises of low
tuition, free printing and
green initiatives are being
planned by the three presidential tickets.
The tickets are Stephen
Mortellero and Brendon
Rivard, Andrew Stein and
Chace Peckham. and Brian
Peterson and Andrick Lewis,
running for president and

vice president respectively.
To prepare for the coming week, Mortellaro and
Peterson held campaign
strategy meetings yesterday,
and Stein planned to visit
several Greek organizations
during their Sunday night
chapter meetings.
PLEASE SEE

Student
travels
toD.C.
summit

ALITTLE WEED
WITH YOUR

CEREA

A72-year old milkman in the town
of Bumely, near London, pleaded
guilty to supplying his customers
with a little more than just milk. A
British prosecutor said Robert
Holding was giving cannabis to his
elderly customers suffering from
aches and pain.The customers
would leave Holding notes on their
doorsteps to order the drug.

100 students learn
about poverty activism
SYLVANA FERNANDEZ
Contributing Writer

Breaking
news on
your cell

{ I

Get UCF news sent to your cell
phone. Just text the keyword
UCFNEWS to 44636.

~·

AROUND CAMPUS,A2

VOLUNTEERING
BREAKFAST FOR A
GOOD CAUSE

'(I

Join Volunteer UCF for a volunte~r
orientation tomorrow at the Beta
Center. If you want to carpool to
the event, meet the members in
the Visual Arts Building parking lot
at 7 a.m. Call 407-823-6471.

LOCAL & STATE, A2

CINDY ANTHONY SAYS
CAYLEE'S DEATH HAS
BROUGHT CHARITY

c,

The grandmother of slain Orlando
toddler Caylee Anthony said the
child's life didn't end "without a
purpose,"in a eulogy in the
Orlando Sentinel. Donations to the
family have been given to charity.

(I

NATION & WORLD,A4

BROKEN ICE FLOE ON
LAKE ERIE STRANDS
FISHERMEN, 1 DEAD
Acrack widened in an ice floe on
Lake Erie Saturday, trapping 134
fishermen. One man died of an
apparent heart attack after his
snowmobile bro~e through the ice
while he searched for an ice bridge.
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Stephen
Mortellaro,
right,and
Brendon
Rivard speak
to students
Sunday in the
Math and
Physics
Building.

All three preparing to win over students

G

Formorephotos

of the pageant:
www.UCFNews.com

Dasha Gonzalez reacts as she is announced the winner of the Miss UCF Pageant. The annual event took
place on Feb. 7 and consisted of skits, interviews, and bathing suit and evening gown presentations.

Of more than 1,500 U.S. colleges
and
universities,
UCF was among the
100 schools chosen
to send a student
representative
to
Washington for a
surtunit about raising awareness on
campus and in the
Nabid
local
community
.
about extreme global poverty and
preventable disease.
Junior business management
student Tahsin Nabid has been at
the ONE Campaign's Power 100
Global Poverty Summit in Washington since Friday. Nabid is an
advocate for the ONE Campus
Challenge, a competition that
encourages social justice activism.
emphasizing the plight of Africa.
"Such unnecessary death and
poverty is just stupid," he said.
"Through efforts like the ONE
Campus Challenge, my generation
is becoming one of the most politically aware and engaged generations America has ever seen, especially in terms of global issues. The
power of hundreds of thousands of
students joining together can't.be
underestimated."
A united front could make all
the difference· for the one billion
people who live on less than a
dollar a day, Nabid said Such people lack access to clean water and
die from preventable and curable
diseases such as tuberculosis and
malaria.
The 100 schools invited were
selected by the number of points
they earned in the second annual
competition. Through Nabid's
efforts, UCF became one of two
Florida universities on the list,
along with the University of
PLEASE SEE

Planetary science track finds its sp~ce at UCF
JORDAN KEYES
Contributing Writer

Laying the foundation for
a potential planetary sciences degree program, the
Department of Physics added
a planetary sciences track to
its doctoral and master's programs this semester to
research all things planetary,
from Saturn's rings to th~
possibility of extraterrestrial
life.

The track was created
through the efforts of a group
of professors and. instructors
who had a special interest in
planetary sciences. Assistant
professor Joseph Harrington
described the role of planetary scientists as "essentially
astronomers who do Earth
science research on other
planets."
According to the UCF
Planetary Sciences Group
Web site, research in this
i.l.

field answers questions such
as "How did our solar system
form?," '½re there any other
systems like ours?,'' and '½re
we alone?"
Harrington said the track
is the first step toward beginning a planetary sciences
degree program at UCF.
"Planetary sciences is a
degree program in and of
itself at many universities,"
PLEASE SEE TRACK ON A8
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AROUND

CAMPUS
News and notices for
the UCF community

Volunteer for a good cause
Join Volunteer UCF for
volunteer orientation at
the Beta Center tomorrow
at7 a.m.
Those going to the
Beta Breakfast can carpool by parking in the lot
by the Visual Arts Building.
ToJ event will go until
10 a.m.
Call 407-823-6471 for
more information.

Undergrad questions solved
Toe library's weekly
program. Campus Connections, will have representatives from the Office
of Undergraduate Studies
visiting tomorrow from 1
p.m. until 2:30 p.m.
Toe representatives
will be located at a table
inside the library across
from the circulation desk.
They will answer any
questions you have about
majors.
Call 407-823-3604 for
more information.

Lecture to talk about women
Judith Baskin, Knight
professor of humanities at
the University of Oregon,
and director of Judiac
studies, will speak on
"Four Approaches to
Studying Women in Jewish History'' tomorrow at
7:30 p.m. in Classroom
Building, Room 105.
This meeting is part of
the Judaic studies distinguished lectures series, in
cooperation with the
women's studies program.
Call 407-823-5129 for
more information.

LOCAL
&STATE
Keep local with headlines
you may have missed

Gndy Anthony says C.a~ee's
death has.brought charity
ORLANDO
The
grandmother of slain
Orlando toddler Caylee
Anthony said the child's life
didn't end ''without a purpose:'
In a eulogy published in
the Orlando Sentinel on
Sunday, Cindy Anthony
said her granddaughter
"now has her angel wings
and will be-watching over
so many other children:'
Cindy Anthony noted
that because of Caylee,
donations have been made
to organizations such as
Toys for Tots, the Make-aWISh Foundation, Kind
Finders Network and elsePLEASE SEE

C

omedian
Eliot
Chang said he
was
breaking
down the doors
of Asian stereotypes.
"I can kick more
doors open with my ,
comedy than anything
else." he said.
As part of his nationwide Barely Legal tour,
Chang had about 200
people laughing and
hollering the whole way
through his act in the
Visual Arts Building's
auditorium.
The show was part of
the Asian Pacific American Coalition's two-day
LAUREN PAULAUSKAS
Level Up Conference.
StaffWriter
where he brought his
message: He's not a dogeating,
bad-driving,
karate-chopping, Asian
stereotype. and neither
is anyone else.
Chang, who has been
on Comedy Central,
challenged students in
the audience to be their
own person, study their
own culture, no matter
what it is and stop worrying about what people
think.
.
Santa Magadan, a
freshman micro and
molecular
biology
major, said the show
was part of her inspiration to begin understanding her Cuban heritage.
"I admit I don't know
much about my Cuban
background, but I am
starting to try to iigure it
out slowly,'' she said.
"My boyfriend is very
into his culture, which
makes me want to. So
that really did start it,
and this is really making
me go forward, like 'OK.
I should imd out more
about mine. too."'
Chang said he aimed
to surprise the audience
with a bold show. Most
of his jokes were sexual,
and many made fun of
people who focus on
race.
Toe topics ranged
from drunken college
hook ups to why soµ,.e
girls today talk like children and don't read.
"Whatever
happened to books?" he
said. '½. book? I can't
read this; it doesn't have
a backlight:'
He also had a quesPHOTOS BY MELISSA CHADBOURNE/ CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
tion-and-answer ses- Students laugh at jokes by Eliot Chang in the Visual Arts Building on
sion afterward, focusing Friday. Chang has perfonned for Comedy Central, Spike TV and NBC.
on Asians acting black
that people born in Chang was asked what
or white in the media.
his specific ethnicity
"In the media, Asians America are Americans.
"I'm not Asian, I'm· was. He said he doesn't
are only cool if they've
.assimilated into other American," Chang said, tell people his country
explaining that just of descent because he is
cultures,'' Chang said.
Chang explained his because you're a specif- a representative of the
take on being Asian in a ic ethnicity, you can be whole Asian-American
modem American soci- born into a completely community.
May Wong, co-chair
ety. He said that Asians different culture.
During the question- of the conference, said
are people who are born
in an Asian country, and and-answer
session, APAC brought Chang
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Asian comedian visits UCF to break stereotypes
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Opinions in the future are those of the individual
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here "because we wanted different entertainment·- We've never had
a comedian."
UCF alumnus Alex
Eng volunteered for the
Level Up. Conference,
and said the event was
important for raising
awareness.
"Not
everyone
knows about situations
in the world," he said.
"Even though we're a
minority, things do happen tous."
"We laugh when
other races make fun of
us because we're used
to it,'' he said.
In its third year, the
Level Up Conference
was a two-day conference for UCF students
with workshops, speakers and other performances.
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CORRECTION

TODAY IN DETAIL
Today Today:
Sunny. Winds from the

In the Feb. 6 issue of the
Future, in the article titled
"Professor
experiences
weightlessness for Jim and
science," Megan Garard's
name was spelled incorrectly in the story's byline.

SUNNY

east at 11 mph.

High:7S 0
Low:S6°

Tonight: Clear sky. Winds eastsoutheast at 8 mph.

RayB@KnightNewspapers.com

Fax:407-447-4556

Tuesday

High:79°

SUNNY

Low:61°
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11825tfigh Tech Ave. Ste. 100
Orlando, FL 32817
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Haircut & Style $12 • Highlights begin at $36
Waxing begins at $10 • Facials begin at $40
All services performed by students under the supervision of licensed instructors.

One of the top Cosmetology schools in the country.
Classes now enrolling.

AVEDA INSTITUTE
ORLANDO
495: N SEI.
~

ORAM 81.:.vo.1 WtNTER

P,ARK 407.657.0348
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TUESDA~

•s•t• 7

~/lo:

- 1 Oam· VUCF pre$ents Beta Breakfast.

Come join us for a volunteer orientation at Beta Center. Meet @ VAB at 7am to carpool.
Email vucf_domestic@mail.ucf.edu for questions or to RSVP.

5:30 - 9:30pm VUCF presents Sandwiches and Conversation.
Come help us make sandwiches and then deliver them to the homeless at Lake li:.ola.
Email vucf_hunger@mail.ucf.edu for questions or to RSVP.

7pm CAB Cinema presents Campus Movie Fest.
"Red Carpet Finale" @ the Venue.

WEDNESDA~

•
~/11:

J

7pm CAB Special Events presents Valentine's Day Karaoke.

I

Come out and sing· for a chance to win some ·· great prizes. Southside BBQ & Pizza

THUQSDA~

•s•t• S

~/1~:

- 11 am VUCF presents Babysitting at Beta.

Join us at Beta Center as we help entertain the children in the nursery while their mothers are
at school. Meet at VAB to carpool at 11am. RSVP required. Contact vucf_domestic@mail.ucf.edu.

7 - 9pm CAB Culture & Fine Arts and MSC present Stogie Kenyata.
Celebrate Black History Month and enjoy this one man show remembering the life of
Paul Robeson. Pegasus Ballroom

7pm SGA Senate Meeting, SU 218.

f QIDA~ ~/1~:

r

.,.

j

5 - 8pm MSC Presents: State of Hip Hop Affair/Jam.
Guest Speaker Cousin Jeff (Johnson) is known as a political motivator who has spent the
last decade mergi~g the worlds of politics and popular culture. The Hip Hop Jam will be
from 8:30pm - 12am.· Pegasus Ballroom
...

SATUQDA~
C

.,

~/14:

I

i
I

Office of Student Involvement
Student Union, Room 208
Phone: (407) 823-6471
Fax: (407) 823-5899
E-mail: osi@mail.ucf.edu
Website: www.getinvolveducf.com

.)

A3

&4.

,

,.

I

& 7:15am - 2:30pm. VUCF Presents: Habitat for Humanity Volunteer Day.
Help build houses for families in need! Wear clothes you don't mind getting dirty a~d close-toed
shoes and meet at Lake Claire Pavilion to carpool. Please dress for the weather, this event
is outdoors. Email vucf_hunger@mail.ucf.edu for questions or to RSVP.
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NATION & WORID
Keep current with headlines from around the globe

Al

where that will help other
children.
A memorial service is
being held Tuesday for
Caylee. She was two when
she went missing last summer, and her remains were
found on Dec. ll.

Question from student brings
out strong words from Scalia
WEST PALM BEACH
- A 20-year-old college
student apparently riled
Supreme Court Justice
Antonin Scalia as his book
tour wound through Florida

Sarah Jeck, a political
science major at Florida
Atlantic University, was
allowed to ask the justice a
question during a packed
luncheon Tuesday hosted
by the Forum Club of the
Palm Beaches.
She asked whether federal courts are wrong to bar
video cameras since the
Supreme Court allows the
public to watch oral arguments in person, provides
transcripts of the arguments and is known to have
"Supreme Court justices
going out on book tours:'
The audience laughed,
. but not Scalia. who was promoting a new book
He
snapped
back:
"That's a nasty, impolite
question," then provided a
quick defense of the nocameras rule.

Arrests hit high mark during
annual Tampa pirate festival
TAMPA
Tampa
Police say 141 people were
arrested during Tampa's
annual pirate festival.
An estimated 350,000
people converged for the
Gasparilla celebration.
Police in Tampa and
Temple Terrace. as well as
the Florida Highway Patrol
and th~ Hillsborough
County Sheriff's Office
were responsible for 79 of
the arrests. Those included
two felonies, 73 misdemeanors and four charges
of boating under the influence.
-
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HIGHER
EDUCATION
What's in the news at
colleges around the country

Utah State freshman dies
after drinking during hazing

•

•
•

•

SALT LAKE CITY About four hours before a
Utah State University
freshman died of alcohol
poisoning, a fraternity
member called the Utah
Poison Control Center
saying Michael Starks had
"ingested a little over his
limit in alcohol"
A transcript of the
recorded call obtained by
TheSaltLakeTribunealso
shows the caller declined
to give Starks' name. said
he was 21 years old instead
of 18, and said the freshman was "pretty drunk"
but still awake and alert.
The caller said he wanted information about alcohol poisoning and how
best to treat the freshman.
The dispatcher said he
should be taken to a hospital if he can't be woken up
or if he aspirates vomit.
Starks, a pledge to
Sigma Nu fraternity, died
Nov. 21. His blood alcohol
content was higher than
035, more than four times
the legal limit to drive an ·
automobile.
A probable cause-document said Starks and
another pledge were "kidnapped" by sorority members, taken to an off-campus residence and given
vodka
Fellow pledges brought
him back to the fraternity
house. During the 97-second call to the poison center, placed at about 11:30
p.m. Nov. 20, the caller said
Starks had consumed a
half-bottle of whiskey.
Four Sigma Nu members and eight Chi Omega
sorority members have
been charged with misdemeanor hazing in Starks'
death.
\'
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JONATHON BIRD/ PORT CLINTON NEWS HERALD

Two fishermen remove their gear from a U.S. Coast Guard airboat after being
rescued from the ice near Crane Creek State Park in Oak Harbor, Ohio Saturday.

Broken ice floe on Lake Erie
strands fishermen for hours

Sports Illustrated discovers

major player tested positive

OAK HARBOR, Ohio
NEW YORK As
- Cell phones rang and Barry Bonds prepares to
word was passed to fish- defend his name, the slugermen out on a distant ger who may eventually
stretch of Lake Erie's iced- surpass him as the allover waters: A crack had time home run leader has
widened in the ice, trap- . become ensnared by the
Era:
Alex
ping everyone on a miles- Steroids
wide floe that was drifting Rodriguez.
Rodriguez tested posiaway from the Ohio
tive for two anabolic
shoreline.
Some
immediately steroids during his MVP
hopped on their four- season with Texas in
wheelers and snowmo- 2003, Sports Illustrated
biles, headed east in reported on its Web site
search of an ice bridge Saturday.
The New York Yanback to shore.
The rest simply wait- kees star has long denied
performanceed, stranded with their using
buckets of .fish. For enter- enhancing drugs. He
tainment while they wait- declined to discuss the
tests when approached by
ed, one angler dropped a
recently hooked walleye SI on Thursday at a gym
- the target catch of the in Miami.
"You'll have to talk to
season - back into the
water as a group gathered the union," he said.
Major League Baseball
to watch it swim, said
fisherman David Rudzin- and the players' union
issued statements Saturski of Muskego, WIS.
About an hour later, day, refusing to confirm
rescuers began arriving in or deny the report, citing
helicopters and lowered player confidentiality.
An e-mail from The
baskets onto the ice. and
Press
to
t1Shermen climbed in and Associated
· were lifted to safety. Oth- Rodriguez's agent, Scott
ers boarded air boats that Boras, was not immediately returned. The Yanglided across the ice.
and
Rangers
A
Coast
Guard kees
spokesman, Chief Petty declined comment.
The SI revelations
Officer Robert Lanier,
said 134 people had been come at a, time when
plucked from the ice by baseball's focus on drugs
late afternoon. One man has concerned Bonds and
fell into the water and the legal maneuvering
later died of an apparent leading to the start of his
trial March 2. The govheart attack
Leslie Love. 65, of New ernment is trying to prove
Albany, Ohio, died of an Bonds lied when he told a
apparent heart attack grand jury he never
after his snowmobile knowingly took performbroke through the ice ance-enhancing drugs.
A three-time AL MVP,
while he was searching
for a safe place to cross Rodriguez has hit 553
back to shore, according career homers. At age 33,
to the Ottawa County the All-Star third baseman is the highest-paid
sheriff's office.
Love collapsed after he player in baseball and
was helped back onto regarded by many as the
solid -ice, . the sheriff's most likely to break
office said. A relative per- Bonds' record of 762.
formed CPR .until a helicopter transported Love Kansas Governor near top of
to a hospital, where he list for Health Dept. job
was pronounced dead.
WASHINGTON
A second fisherman Kansas Gov. Kathleen
went into the frigid water Sebelius was near the top
Barack
when he tried to drive his of President
ATV over a small crack in Obama's list of candidates
the ice, Lanier said.
to head the Health and
Human Services DepartWildfires in Australia kill 84;
ment, a senior administration official said Satur700 homes destroyed
HEALESVILLE, Aus- day.
The source, speaking
tralia - Towering flames
razed entire towns in on the condition of
southeastern Australia anonymity to discuss priand burned fleeing resi- vate administration delibdents in their cars as the erations, said no decision
death toll rose to 84 on was imminent and that
Sunday, making it the other candidates remain
country's deadliest fire in the mix. But the official
added the former Kansas
disaster.
At least 700 homes insurance commissioner
were destroyed in Satur- was rising as Obama conday's inferno when sear- siders prospective candiing temperatures and dates, in no small part on
the strength of her close
wind blasts produced a
firestorm that swept relationship with the
across a swath of the president.
country's Victoria state,
Sebelius would be
where all the deaths Obama's second choice
for the slot. Former Sen.
occurred.
Thousands of exhaust- Tom Daschle had to withed volunteer firefighters draw his name amid an
were still battling about admission he had not paid
30 uncontrolled fires Sun- taxes on a car and driver
day night in Victoria, offi- since leaving Congress as
cials said, though condi- a Democratic leader.
White
House ·
tions
had
eased
spokesman Reid Cherlin
considerably.
Government officials on Saturday ~aid no decisaid the army would be sion had been made.
Sebelius was an early
deployed to help out, and
Rudd announced imme- Obama supporter, picking
diate emergency aid of $7 his presidential campaign
over that of Hillary Rodmillion.
Witnesses described ham Clinton, now the secseeing trees exploding retary of state. Sebelius
and skies raining ash on worked tirelessly for
Saturday as temperatures Obama's bid and was a
of up 117 F combined with top surrogate to women's
blasting winds to ~reate groups.
furnace-like conditjg>ns.
-
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Student's novel idea
comes in paperback
WILLIAM BUCHANAN
Contributing Writer

)

)

Written by age 19 and·
published at 20, Paper
Wristbands is Ashley
Darby's first novel. Her
taste for darkness frames
the party setting.
The
story: Two college girls,
Beth and Trista, try to
maintain sanity between
work, family and school.
When their lives are lacking, self-medication is the
prescription. The paperback is available online and
in the UCF bookstore.
Between bites of Chick-filA chicken strips Darby, an
English major, answered a
few questions.

:)

Q: What is Paper Wristbands

really about?

Darby: It's not my type of

book to be honest. It's the
sort of thing drilled into
your head by creative writing professors, Write what
you know.' So, it's a product
of my college experiences.

Q: Is it purely entertainment
or is there a message behind
it?

.),

Darby: There's really two different reads to it, because
there's two main characters. Trista is just for fun.
but Beth has a message.
Beth is too busy envying
others' good actions. She's
admiring others and blaming people for what's
wrong with her so she
doesn't fix hersel£

Q: Are your characters based
on people in real life or just a
mixture of personalities?
Darby: I used other people as
the character types, but the
stories in the book are mine.
I started writing when I was
living with this guy, not really dating him yet, but it
developed into 'Insta's rela-

AS

Start Your Career
in Accounting.

ASHLEY INGUANTA / CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE:

Ashley Darby, 20, English major, authored the fiction book, Paper Wristbands.

tionship. Things happened,
and I was like, ½bl' and I'd
write a chapter.

Q: What got you started on
this project?

got really busy at work.
A few weeks later deadline was coming up, and
I had to finish quick.

Q: What inspired you to

Darby: I used to make comics

write?

about my friends, the situations and funny stuff they'd
say. One night I had just
gotten home from the bar
and wrote the story [of the
night] down and thought,
'Hmm, that's an introduction' It's the part of college
you normally don't read
about-the grungy side.

Darby: I wanted to do journalism, but it· was too
competitive. I took creative writing as an elective, just for fun but
ended up loving it so I
switched majors.

Q: Who is your intended audience?
Darby: Probably older high

school, younger college
kids. 16-19-year-olds. I
wrote it for people who are
like me. It's not really for
the prissy kids. It's the
party life you're not getting
dressed up for. Beth and
Trista aren't going out to
make friends; they're going
out to get wasted.

Q: Were there ·obstacles you

had to overcome while writing this book?

Darby: I wrote consistently

for three months, but then I

l

Q: How do you feel about

Northeastern's MS in Accounting/MBA
for non-accounting maiors:
• Earn two degrees in just 15 months.
• Complete a 3-month paid residency at a leading
accounting firm.
• Proven track record of 100% job placement.

having a published novel?

Darby: It was kind of a

practice book-proof
that I was capable of
writing a whole story. I
had no idea it was on the
Internet and my friends
sent me messages like, 'I
just saw your book on
Target.com.' I thought,
'Oh my God, that's amazing!' I'm already focused
on the next one.
This interview took
place on Jan. 28 in the
gazebo by the campus
bookstore, where you
can order a copy of Paper
Wristbands. The book is
also available online
through Amazon.com,
Target.com and BarnesandNoble.com.

Take the first step.
Visit us online ·o r at an information session near you.
Learn more about the program.and upcoming events
at www.msamba.neu.edu.
)

617-373-3244

gspa@neu.edu
www.msamba.neu.edu
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Are you interested in an exciting career'.?
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Are you a current college
Freshman or Sophomore?
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Do you know what you want
to do after graduation?
Qualified Freshmen/Sophomore·students enrolled in Air
Force ROJ'C can apply for available scholarships.

t' es · Up to $15,000 tuition per year

l~cer ~v

inc u e:

• $900 in textbooks reimbursement
• Monthly stipend ($300-$500)

• Special scholarship programs exist for Engineers,
Nurses, and Foreign Language Majors.
For more information,
please call:
(407) 823-1247 or
visit airforce.ucf.edu
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Physics discourse,
no strings attached
MARC SCHEINER
Contributing Writer

Have you ever wondered
what the basis of life is? How
about small, theoretical
vibrating strings of energy
that create dimensions
beyond our comprehension?
On Friday afternoon,
Duke University math and
physics
professor
Paul
Aspinwall lectured on string
theory and other concepts of
mathematical physics in the
Nicholson School of Communication Building.

The lecture was part of a
series organized to inspire
students to increase their
understanding of the universe, said Costas Efthimiou,
a UCF mathematical physics
professor.
Undeclared
freshman
Melina Licitra said the lecture was a good starting
point for discourse among
students
interested
in
physics.
"I think it's a positive
idea," she said. ."It presents
an opportunity to spark ingenuity
and
collaborate

ATTN:GRADS
Walking at Commencement?

Rent your cap & gown from the B&N@UCF Bookstore
(near the UCF Arena), and automatically receive a
1-year alumni membership and *free UCF Alumni key
chain.
Not Walking at Commencement?

Then take advantage of the Alumni New Grad Special.
Join for just $30 (regularly $35) and receive 1-year of
alumni membership and *free UCF Alumni key chain.

For more details or to sign up call
407. UCF.ALUM
or connect anytime at
www.ucfalumni.com.

U~F
ALUMNI

UNIVERSITY
WALK-IN
MEDICAL
CENTER
'The Doctor Is Always In"

Urgent Care Medical Services
Provided By Board Certified Physicians.
No -{\.ppointment Necessary.
11550 University Blvd. • Orlando, FL 32817

407-282-2044
Hours: Monday-Friday 8am-8pm
Saturday-Sunday 9am-5pm
Open Most Holidays

UniversityWalkin.com
Most Insurances Accepted

{Located less than 1 mile from UCF,
on University Blvd., between Rouse Road and Alafaya.)

thought among students."
During the lecture,
called Superstrings and
Compactification, Aspinwall spoke about the universe at its most fundamental level.
He said the current
laws of physics break
down at that level, and
string theory attempts to
resolve that.
However, because the
theory is on such a small
scale, it is difficult to
experiment with.
Aspinwall also presented his collaborations
with other physicists
using quantum mechanics to explain the possibility that the universe
can change shapes.
Based on what is known
about universal forces
and the science community's
technological
breakthroughs,
ideas
such as a shape-shifting
universe are no longer
works of fiction, he said
Mathematical physics
is the study of nature
using advanced mathematics, according to the
lecture series' Web site.
As human knowledge
about nature advances,
the need for higher
mathematics becomes
more necessary.
Since string theory is
in its formative stage, little can be attributed to
mainstream
society,
Efthimiou said. There
would be no significant
difference outside of the
lab. If science could
apply the very little
knowledge
that
is
known, then perhaps
people would be more
aware of its everlasting
benefits, he said
But string theory is
not just limited to the
scientific community,
because it attempts to
answer the "why'' questions in life. Another
important
question:
What makes up the
physical universe at its
most fundamental level?
The lectures help to
create a transition from
an applied university to a
top research institution
and provide opportunities for UCF to network
in the physics world,
Efthimiou said.
The department of
physics has been holding
the S. Goldman Lectures
in Mathematical Physics,
sponsored by the Steven
Goldman Foundation,
since spring of 2008.

Money key issue for all
FROM Al

The election will be Feb.
16 through 18 on myuc£edu.

Mortellaro and Rivard
Yesterday Mortellaro
and Rivard urged supporters to canvass around campus and by phone for their
campaign at a meeting in
the Math and Physics building.
'We can't win this election without your help,"
said Rivard, the president of
National Organization for
the Reform of Marijuana
LawsatUCE
So far, Mortellaro and
Rivard said they have spent
some of their self-funded
$3,000 in campaign money
on T-shirts to give to students, palm cards that list
their platform issues an<;l
signs that read "Vote for
Stephen and Brendon."
Mortellaro, a Senator
and co-chair on UCFs Progressive Council. said they
have not received any campaign donations but that
they are endorsed by the
College
Democrats,
NORML at UCF, the
Caribbean Students' Association, Eco-Advocates of
Central Florida, Campus
Peace Action at UCF and
Knights 4 Change.
Some of the campaign
events they planned for this
week could bring in donations, Mortellaro
and
Rivard said
Mortellaro and Rivard
will have events this Tuesday at Medici's Cigar Bar &
Lounge at 8 p.m. and
Wednesday at 8 p.m. at
Knight Klub.
They said the events will
give them an opportunity to
listen to student issues
while still having fun.
Mortellaro said if elected, he and Rivard would
increase the student voice
on campus, fight against
tuition increase and rescue
the Bright Futures scholarship program.
"If we are going to see a
tuition increase, we want to
ensure academic quality
goes up and not just the cost
of attending university goes
up;' Mortellaro said
Mortellaro said he is
already head of a higher
education taskforce whose
purpose is to educate students on the funding problems for the Bright Futures
scholarship and to inform
them of tuition and fee
increases.
"We will then invite all
students to participate in
constructing a proposal to
reform the Bright Futures
Scholarship Program," he
said "By doing so, we will
ensure that the student
voice is heard on the issue

UCF SOFTBALL
OPENING DAY .

of Bright Futures and ,t hat
our government is nqt simply dictating to us the future
of our scholarship program."

Stein and Peckham
Stein said his biggest
campaign tactic this week
will be speaking to as many
student organizations as
possible. He said he's
already
spoken
with
NORML, the African
American Student Union
and the Panhellenic Council.
The campaign has
already begun putting up
signs incorporating its
"One Step Closer'' theme.
The campaign will also
begin giving away T-shirts
with
fill-in-the-blanks
where students can write in
their opinions on what
needs to get done at UCE
, Stein said most of the
campaign's resources were
donated. For example, its
Web
site,
andrewchace.com. is run by
friends, and Humm.us
House will be donating
food, he said
Monetary
donations
from family and friends
have amounted to, "a few
hundred dollars;' said Stein,
SGA'.s Public Relations
Coordinator.
In keeping with the
other candidates, Stein said
he would use his position
on the UCF Board of
Trustees to voice his opposition to tuition increases
and implement green initiatives.
Peckham, who is president of the Inter.fraternity
Council, has been working
on clarifying the university's definition of hazing,
Stein said. The campaign
also wants to create a timeline for finishing Greek
Park II.
Last week, Stein and
Peckham were <:barged
with four violations of campaigning rules for setting up
their Web. site too early.
They were found to have
made two minor violations
by SGA'.s Election Commission. By SGA rules, if they
make one more violation,
they are disqualified
Stein said he was, "very
upset," by this because he
had asked the Election
Commission for prior permission to put up the Web
site.
"It's like a cop telling you
you can park somewhere
andcomingbackandgiving
you a ticket,'' he said

Peterson and Lewis
More than 70 students
rallied together to support
and listen to the candidates'
campaign at the Southside
Bar and Grill on campus.
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Peterson and Lewis
elaborated on their campaign plans as student body
leaders, including ways to
improve campus life, how
to help students exceed
academically and plans to
make UCF more environmentally sustainable.
One of the candidates'
platform points is to help
promote and expand security on campus. Lewis and
Peterson's main concern
are the blue light emergency posts.
"I see blue lights blinking, and no one there to
respond to them." Lewis
said
Peterson also appeared
concerned about a blue
light he saw flashing for
hours.
"It's supposed to be your
security," Peterson said.
"That's a huge issue."
The candidates hope to
improve campus security
measures by confirming
that emergency procedures
are working correctly for
student safety.
Peterson and Lewis also
spoke about using renewable energy on campus.
Peterson spoke about
using solar panels to help
power our university after a
technique he saw at Florida
Gulf Coast University.
"We should be doing
this;' Peterson said
The candidates also
spoke to students about
protecting Bright Futures
for students.
It is still vague on how
the candidates will be able
to preserve a state scholarship.
The candidates alsq
pledged to create more free
printing labs on campus for
students to use and help
increase the amount of
affordable housing for students.
The candidates also
hope to expand SGA to the
Rosen College and other
regional colleges across
Florida.
The gym expansion is
another task that Peterson
and Lewis plan to oversee,
as well as creating new tailgating procedures with the
help of student input.
The candidates also plan
on creating more campus
study days for students
before finals and increase
the hours the UCF Library
remains open.
Peterson spoke about
creating more studentbased scholarships, focusing more attention on individual academic colleges,
and more study spaces
around campus.
"Without academics, we
don't have a school," Peterson said "SGA tends to forget that."
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Recession fill, 2-year schools
DAVID TIRRELL-WYSOCKI
Associated Press

CONCORD, N.H. College freshman Elizabeth Hebert's choice of a
four-year school suddenly
got too expensive. George
Haseltine already has a
business degree, but he
concluded after several layoffs that he needed more
training to get work.
So, in the middle of this
school year, both landed at
New Hampshire Technical
Institute, which like other
community colleges across
the country has suddenly
grown a lot more crowded.
The two-year schools
are reporting unprecedented enrollment increases
this semester, driven by
students from traditional
colleges seeking more bang
for their buck and by laidoff older workers.
But community colleges
aren't exactly cheering in
this
down
economy:
Tuition doesn't come close
to covering costs, and the
state funds used to make
up the difference are dryingup.
Final figures aren't in for
this semester, but a national group representing community colleges says the
average increase from
spring to spring is dramatic, and similar to what New
Hampshire is reporting at
its seven schools - a range
of 4 percent to 19 percent.
The figure is 20 percent
in Maine and South Carolina One school in Idaho has
more than twice the munber. of students this spring
over last.
Nationwide, the average
annual cost of community
college is $2,402, compared
to $6,585 in tuition and fees
at in-state public four-year
schools, according to the
College Board. Average·
tuition and fees for private
four-year schools: $25.1430
New Hampshire is µiar-,..
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Students at New Hampshire Tecnical Institute walk to dass. Community colleges report enrollment increases, no funds.

keting the transfer trerl.
"I was going to a ch
larger school out of ~ te
and paying $45,000 a ear
to go there," straig)t-A
business major Elizabth
Leone says in a TV a~ "I
am getting a better eXJr,rience here at NHTI an<1it's
more affordable and clser
to home."
Leone transferred ast
fall after racking up
$20,000 in loans and µtting $5,000 more on crdit
cards for her .first yea at
college in Pennsylvaia.
She couldn't imagine hw
much more she wo~d
have had to borrow to
return.
Going to a commurty
college doesn't require wing up on hopes for a bahclor's degree, since credts
often transfer to four-yar
schools.
Several community c,lleg~s can trace a bump n
enrollment to area layo .

In Boise, Idaho, after semi-

conductor maker Micron
.Technology laid off 1,500
workers, 243 students
enrolled at the Larry Selland College of Applied
Technology for this spring,
more than double last
spring's enrollment.
Tuition covers just 25
percent of the cost of education in Maine's system.
Other community colleges
vary, but all depend on
counties or states that in
many cases are cutting
their funding.
Maine reported spring
enrollment increases of 20
percent, after laying off
employees and leaving
vacant positions open to
cope with a $2.9 million
state cut. At Wake Technical Community College in
North Carolina, the president and two vice presidents are teaching classes
because of a $2.3 million
cut last fall.

Arizona
community
colleges have absorbed
$19.3 million in cuts and
may lose all remaining
state aid, said Norma Kent,
spokeswoman
at
the
American Association of
Community
Colleges.
Some systems have had to
reject thousands of applicants, she said.
"Community colleges
are btp].t on access, so for us
to turn someone away is
like a surgeon saying 'I
won't operate on someone
who is having a heart
attack,"' Kent said
Community colleges
hope the impending federal economic stimulus plan
will help keep the doors
open. Competing House
and
Senate
versions
include billions of dollars
for Pell Grant financial aid,
long-delayed
facility
improvements and expansions and job retraining
programs.
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Students lobby against poverty
FROM A1

Florida. Points can be
earned by starting a ONE
blog or student group.
Nabid said he got
involved with the Campus
Challenge after watching a
YouTube video on the
Future Business Leaders of
America Web site.
'1\ft:er viewing it, I was
inspired to help out," he
said. "The great part
about this challenge is
that we don't ask for
money, but we just ask for
your voice. It's unlike anything that has been seen
before. As students we are
challenged, become better educated and take
action."
Most of his initiatives
for the challenge, such as
recruiting members to the
mailing list, were done
with business fraternity
Phi Beta Lambda's campus

chapter
and
online
through mediums such as
Facebook.
Nabid said he hopes to
start hosting events for the
UCF ONE chapter soon.
Some of the potential
activities include bringing
in guest speakers and concerts in conjunction with
local schools such as
Valencia Community College.
The summit includes
appearances by the chief
executive of FEED Projects Lauren Bush and
ABC television host Jake
Sasseville, according to the
event's Web site.
Today, the last day of
the summit, Nabid will ,
participate in a lobby day
on Capitol Hill with lawmakers and state representatives to push for legislation.
College students have
tremendous energy and

creativity to bring to the
fight against extreme
poverty and preventable
disease,
actor
and
Shoe4Africa
chairman
Anthony Edwards said in
the event's press release.
Carl Blencke, a UCF
management professor
and Phi Beta Lambda's
adviser, said he sees that
energy and creativity in
Nabid
"He is a credit to the
organization and to UCF, a
great example of student
leadership," Blencke said.
"It's an honor to have a
PBL member so dedicated
to a cause like this one. It'll
be interesting to see the
ideas he comes back with
and how he will implement thelll."
In March, the 10 schools
with the most points in the
ongoing Campus Challenge will receive $1,000
grants for event program-

ming at their institution.
The first-place school will
host a grand prize event on
their campus.
Phi
Beta
Lambda
president and mechanical
engineering sophomore
Kristopher Garcia said
Nabid was the right choice
to represent UCF at the
summit.
"Tahsin is our [PBL]
state secretary and he
always provides hard
work. I think he'll represent our chapter and university well," he said
Before he left for the
summit Nabid said, "I am
going to represent UCF to
my fullest potential and
show all of the other 99
student leaders and guests
that we as Knights don't
just care about ourselves,
but we also care about our
community, our state, our
nation and even our
world."
ONE is a
grassroots
campaign and
advocacy
organization
backed by
more than two
million people
from around
the world and
every walk of
life who are
committed to
the fight
against
extreme
poverty and
preventable
disease,
particularly in
Africa.
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T ack combines
riety of fields
FROM

said Harrington. "We
wan d to do a separate
deg e, but that goes
thro gh Tallahassee, and
they aid .that a track was
the ay to get that started."
ington's colleague,
asso ate professor Daniel
Britt as one of the driving orces behind this
proc s.
" e had a number of
plan ary science faculty
here d wanted a graduate , , ogram for planetary
scie es so that we could
pro ce graduate students
in at specialty," Britt
said;
e interdisciplinary
of planetary sciallows for the
modation of stuwith
various
rese ch
backgrounds
rang g from physics and
astr omy to meteorology
and eanography.
· e there are only.six
stud ts currently in this
trac
the
professors
exp t the track to grow to
odate
more

sco
beh
ho
aro

rington is currently
the Spitzer Space
cope, a NASA telethat orbits the sun
d Earth, to observe
planets
behave
d their stars.

"What we do is look for
planets that go behind
their stars and watch and
measure the amount of
light that we receive
before, during and after
the event," Harrington
said.
Meanwhile,
Britt's
research involves "using
the tools of remote sensing
to determine the composition and evolution of solar
system objects, including
asteroids, comets and
Mars," according to his
online biography.
These are just a few
examples of the type of
research that takes place in
the planetary sciences
field. Provost research
professor
Humberto
Campins, another faculty
member involved in the
track, is currently studying
small bodies in the solar
system with funding from
~ NASA, according to the
Web site.
Britt said planetary science needs its own concentration because it is different from other types of
space science.
"If you're interested in
doing planetary sciences,
that's a specialty that's
really outside of what is
taught in the physics or
astronomy department,"
Britt said. "It's an entirely
different field, but it's a
pretty strong field. There
are not as many places
where you can get that
kind of training, and this is
one of them."

Your formal education
is very important, but in the long run
your financial education is what really matters!
? Did you know that of the 95% of college grads who
ployees - less than 5% become millionaires? It's true.
s spend their lives working very hard in very good jobs
and yet - someho still go slowly broke. But that doesn't have to be you.

You can LEARN t be that rare MILLIONAIRE EMPLOYEE.
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Knights push win streak to four at home
PADRICK BREWER
Sports Editor

RAMI ROTLEWIQ / CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Sophomore guard Chelsie Wiley goes in for 2 of her 20 first-half points Saturday
against the SMU Mustangs. Wiley led all scorers with 26 points.

The UCF Women's Basketball team used a strong
second-half effort to beat
the SMU Mustangs 78-68
in the UCF Arena on Saturday night.
The Knights (10-13 overall, 8-2 in Conference USA)
trailed 36-35 at the half and
were down 40-35 less than
a minute into the second
half, but they battled back
to beat the defending CUSA Tournament champions and stay undefeated at
home in conference play.
UCF was winless alltime against the Mustangs

78-68
UCF vs. SMU
(14-9 overall, 7-3 in C-USA)
heading into Saturday's
contest, and the victory
made it the third time this
season the Knights had
beaten a conference opponent for the first time.
''We are very excited to
get this win," head coach
Joi Williams said. "It was
big and a win over another
team that UCF had not
beaten. It is a very good

SMU team, but I thought
we came out with a lot
more focus and did a good
job in the second half holding their big guns below
their average."
The Knights took a 4544 lead with 15:54 left in the
game, and the Mustangs
were never able to get it
back.
UCF had 6-0 and 8-0
runs in the second half, but
was not able to pull away
from SMU until the final
minutes.
Sophomore
guard
Chelsie Wiley, who had a
poor shooting performPLEASE SEE
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PIRATES 89
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I KNIGHTS 7S

AMANDA MOORE/ CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

UCF junior Tony Davis was one of the lone bright spots for the Knights in their loss to East Carolina, recording a double-double with 12 rebounds and 13 points, in duding 3-of-5 from beyond the arc.

Pirates near perfect, hand UCF another loss
BRIAN MURPHY
Staff Writer

Sometimes, it just doesn't matter what type of
defense a team plays or the personnel it puts on
the court.
Sometimes, there is just no answer for a hot
hand and that is exactly what the UCF Men's Basketball team fell prey to during its 89-75 loss to
East Carolina on Saturday night in Greenville,
N.C.
The Pirates drilled 15 of 24 3-point attempts,
tying the school record for 3-pointers made in a

oft

conference game. Overall, ECU shot 63 percent
from the field
''Most of the time, we had hands in their face,
fouling them and everything," UCF guard Jermaine Taylor said about the Pirates' shooters, ''but
[the shots] were still going in."
The Pirates scorched the Knights' zone
defense all night. That defense may have been
better if point guard AJ. Rompza hadn't missed
the game with a sprained ankle.
But even Rompza's toughness and attitude
probably would not have been enough to stop a
Pirates squad that. according to ECU head coach

Mack McCarthy in a postgame radio interview,
played "very close to as good as we can play:' It
was the first win for the Pirates in 10 meetings
withUCF.
The Knights (15-8 overall, 5-4 in Conference
USA) began to lose sight ofthe Pirates with about
4 minutes remaining in the first ha1£ That is when
ECU (12-10, 4-5 in C-USA) began a 14-6 run that
extended their lead from two to 10 and gave the
home team a 43-33 advantage going into the ha1£
The Knights would see their deficit drop into
single digits for just 48 seconds in the second ha1£
That's because the Pirates shooters always had an
answer.
PLEASE SEE
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Knights drop three in Classic UCF dominates
CARLOS PINEDA

distance run

Contributing Writer

The UCF Softball team
opened the 2009 season in
Tempe, Ariz., for the
Kajikawa
Classic.
The
Knights finished the weekend
with a 1-3 record, not the way
they wanted to begin their
2009 campaign.
UCF lost to Big 12 opponent Texas Tech 12-4 at the
Tempe Sports Complex,
dropping its first game of the
year. The Knights trailed the
Red Raiders 4-3 through three
innings before giving up 6
runs in the top of the fifth,
which broke the game wide
open.

The Knights offense was
limited to four runs on nine
hits. Junior Morgan Bullard
and sophomore Trlfany Lane
provided UCF with 2 hi~and

ANDREW KENNEDY
Contributing Writer

CFF ARCHIVE

Pitcher Ashleigh Cole, seen here last season against Michigan, gave up 7 runs against
Arizona State, but she leads UCF with a .667 batting average through four games.

one RBI each.
Freshman Vanessa Perez
and senior Breanne Javier had
one hit each and gave the
Knights the other two RBIs.
UCF left three runners
stranded on base.

Junior Kristina DeMello
took the loss as she pitched in
4.1 innings, allowed 6 earned
runs, struck out four and
walked three Red Raiders.
PLEASE SEE

RAIN ON All

The UCF Track and
Field team took four of the
top five spots in the 3,000meter run Saturday at the
Jimmy Carnes Indoor
Track and Field Meet in
Gainesville.
Jamie Rzepecld came in
first with a time ofl0:27.72.
This is the second time
this indoor season Rzepecki crossed the line before
anyone else. She was also a
part of the distance medley
relay team that came in first
earlier this season at the
Tom Jones Memorial lnvitatio~
.A11f!;on Palmer was sec-

In Gainesville:
Rzepecki finished first
in the 3,000-meter
run,one of four
Knights to finish in
the top 5 in the event.

ond in the 3,000-meter and
Erica Weitz was third
crossing the line in 10:29.00
and 10:30.08, respectively.
Ocean Cohen (10:37.79) finished in fifth place.
Palmer's, Weitz's and
Cohen's times were all personal records.
LEASE SEE
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Men's nd women' I nnis

On the road, men lose
two, women split a pair
CARLOS PINEDA
Contributing Writer

The UCF Men's and
Women's Tennis teams
had mixed results over the
weekend
The men's side fell to
the No. 7 Florida Gators in
Gainesville 6-1 on Thursday and the following day
lost a 4-3 decision to the
Clemson Tigers in Miami
With the pair of losses
the men fell to 3-3 on the
season after winning their
previous three matches.
· The women's team
traveled to Boca Raton on
Saturday and defeated the
FAU Owls 6 -1. The UCF
women (2-2) were back on
the winning side with a
commanding
performance.
Freshman Andrea Yacaman won at the No. 2 spot
6-1, 6-2. Sophomore Jenny
Frisell won 6-2, 6-2 at the
No. 3 spot. Freshman Alexis Rodriguez won 6-2, 6-2 at
the No. 4 spot. At the No. 5
spot senior Kenza Belbacha won 6-4, 6-2 and junior Katie Orletsky won at
the No. 6 spot 6-2, 6-L
The only loss came at
the No. 1 spot, as senior
Elvira Serrot was defeated
in a third-set tie breaker 46, 6-1, 1-0 (12-10). The
Knights took the doubles
matchup with two wins.
On Sunday; the women
were outmatched against
No. 13 Miami, falling 6-L
They will try to
rebound at home on Friday
against Georgia Southern.
The men had similar
results against the 7thranked Gators, with their
only victory in Gainesville
coming from freshman
Eugene Polgovykh at the
No. 5 spot 7-6 (7-1), 6-3.

CAITLIN BUSH / CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Freshman Joe Delinks, seen here against North Florida, and Johan Beigart won
their doubles match 8-5 against Clemson on Friday, but UCF lost the match 4-3.

cm
_

For more on the

women's match:
www.UCFNews.com

After being swept in doubles competition, junior
Johan Beigart lost at the
No. 1 spot 6-2, 6-2. Senior
Terek Ben Soltane fell 6-2,
6-2 at the No. 2 spot.
Sophomore
Blaze
Schwartz fell at the No. 3
spot 6-1, 6-0 to 63rd-ranked
Joey Burkhardt. On court
four, junior Marc Rocafort
lost 6-2, 6-3. At the No. 6
spot senior Danny Colon
was defeated 6-2, 6-4.
On Friday the men
fought qard but lost in a

close matchup . to the
Tigers. The doubles set
was the deciding factor
after the teams split the singles competition.
Beigart lost 4-6, 6-2, 6-4
at the No. 1 spot. Soltane
took a win at the No. 2 spot
6-2, 6-1. Schwartz won on
court three, 2-6, 7-5, 6-3.
At the No. 4 spot
Rocafort took a 6-3, 6-4
winner. Dolgovykh fell in
the No. 5 spot 6-4, 6-2.
Colon lost at the No. 6 spot,
7-5, 6-L
The doubles result was
a 2-1 victory in favor of the
Tigers, giving them the
overall win.

UCF now hits road for 4
FROM A9

ance against Tulsa on
Thursday; rebounded in
grand fashion against
SMU. Wiley scored 20 of
her game-high 26 points in
the first half.
·
"I was still looking for
my shot," Wiley said of her
mind-set against the Mustangs. "Good shooters
have short memories."
Sophomore forward
Emma Cannon did not
have much luck with her
shot - she fip.ished with
14 points on 5-of-14 shooting - but she made up for
it with her tenacity on the
boards,
grabbing
20
rebo~ds for the second
time this season.
"I wasn't making shots
in the beginning," Cannon
said. "I just wanted that
ball, and that's what I did"
As a team, the Knights
shot 53 percent in the second half and held the Mustangs to 37 percent from
the field
But it was a different
story before the break.
In the first half, nine
SMU players scored, and
the Mustangs were 3-of-4
on their 3-pointers.
To counter an efficient
Mustangs attack, the
Knights went to a press
_defense at the start of the
second half, a maneuver
that helped cause 12 SMU
turnovers after the break.
"We felt like we wanted
to go to a press," Williams
said of the adjustment.
Although Cannon and
Wiley normally step up for
the Knights, Williams said
it was some key contributions off the bench that
solidified the victory.
Sophomore guard Jelisa
Caldwell played point
guard for several minutes,
spelling Angelica Mealing
and Marshay White, both
of whom were in foul trouble for most of the game.
"[Caldwell] played the
point in high school,"

•
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Sophomore forward Emma Cannon, seen here against Tulsa on Thursday, had
her second 20-rebound performance of the season on Saturday against SMU.

GET YOUR FACTS STRAIGHT
HOMETOWN HEROES

WINLESS NO MORE

The Knights are 6-0 in conference
play at the UCF Arena, with an
average margin of victory of more
· than 10 points in those wins.

Before the 2008-09 season, UCF
was winless all-time against
Southern Miss,SMU and East
Carolina.

Williams said, "so we
knew she could do it."
Also stepping up off the
bench was sophomore
guard D'Nay Daniels, who
played 15 minutes and had
7 points, three assists and
four offensive rebounds.
On Thursday,
the
Knights beat the Tulsa
Golden Hurricane 72-69,
UCF's smallest margin of
victory this season since a
2-point win against Florida
A&M on Nov. 21.
The Knights trailed 2833 at the half, but they shot
53 percent in the second
half to rally back for the
victory.
Mealing
led
the
Knights with 20 points on

5-of-9 shooting, and she
was 4-of-4 on her 3-pointers. Amber Kirkpatrick
added 15 points, and _C annon also had 15 points to
go with nine rebounds.
Although the Knights
had the comforts of home
for the past several games,
they now have to hit the
road for a four-gamestretch.
"Going on the road,
we've got to make sure our
defense comes with us,"
Williams said. "The true
sign of a championship
team is winning on the
road."
The road trip starts Friday in Huntington, WYa.,
against Marshall at 7 p.m.

THE NEW!
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All

UTEP's high-sCoring offense up next forUCF
FROM

A9

Q

UCF center Kenrick
Zondervan finished off a 3point play with 5:53 remaining that cut the Pirates' lead
down to 76-67.
But just 16 seconds later,
ECU
forward
Jamar
Abrams came back with
another long-range basket
for C-USA'.s leading team in
3-point field goals. Abrams
led East Carolina with a
career-high 25 points on 10of.-12 shooting.

Zondervan scored a
career-high 19 points and
UCF forward Tony Davis
notched his fifth doubledouble of the season with 13
points and 12 rebounds.
Zondervan and Davis
combined to grab 10 offensive rebounds. That was one
of the few positive statistics
for the Knights on Saturday.
UCF recorded 25 offensive
rebounds
and
outscored the Pirates 30-10
in second-chance points.
But even though the

GET YOUR FACTS STRAIGHT
FOUR OUT OF FIVE AIN'T BAD
Four of the five ECU starters scored
in double figures.

BLOCK PARTY
ECU center Chad Wynn recorded
five blocks against UCF.

STILL GOING STRONG
Jennaine Taylor has led the Knights
in scoring in 18 consecutive games.

BALL CONTROL
UCF's Taylor Young is second in CUSA play in assist-to-turnover ratio.

Knights took 30 more shots
,than their opponent, they
were held to just 36.8 percent shooting.

Rain cancels final game
FROM

•

A9

Sophomore Diana Rojas
pitched 22 innings in relief;
giving up four hits and five
earned nms with two
strikeouts and four walks.
The Knights def~nse
was error-prone, committing three errors on the
afternoon.
After losing the first
game of the Classic, UCF
focused on the Pac-lO's
best, No. 2 Arizona State.
The Knights lost a close
matchup against the Sun
Devils 10-7 at Alberta B.
Farrington Softball Stadium on the campus of Arizona State.
Hillary Barrow provided the Knights with a home
run and three RBIs. Perez
also added a home nm
with two hits and an RBI.
Freshman Natalie Land
had a hit with two RBIs and
Bullard added an RBI on
one hit.
The defending national
champions got out of the
box with a quick start, leading 7-1 through three
innings and 9-3 after the
fourth. 'frailing 10-3 going
into the final inning ofplay.
UCF showed life, scoring

four nms to narrow the
lead to three, but it was not
enough.
Junior pitcher Ashleigh
Cole gave up seven earned
runs on seven hits and had '
a strike out and four walks
in three innings of work.
Senior Magon Paul came in
to relieve Cole, pitching
three innings and giving up
three earned runs and five
hits, while striking out two
and walking two batters.
In the second day of
action, UCF picked up its
:first win of the season
when the Knights beat
Oklahoma State 8-5 at the
Tempe Sports Complex.
Land brought fire and
power, going deep with the
home nm and two RBIs.
Senior catcher Lindsay
Dean came up with two
RBIs of her own.
Javier contributed with
two hits and an RBI. Barrow and Perez each contributed with a hit and an
RBI for the Knights.
UCF led 6-2 after three
innings and secured the
win. Paul pitched 6.1
innings, giving up four
earned runs on six hits and
walking four batters.
In the final game of Sat-

urday's doubleheader UCF
was thumped by Western
Michigan 10-L The Knights
trailed the Broncos from
the very beginning, going
down 5-0 in the first inning.
Two innings later Western
Michigan attacked again
with five runs, pushing the
lead to 10-0.
UCF was held to one
run, with Javier coming
home after a Cole hit in the
fourth inning. The Knights'
bats were kept silent, with
just two hits in the game.
On the mound, Rojas
didn't make it past the first
inning. She faced seven batters, giving up five earned
runs on three hits and two
walks.
DeMello entered the
game and pitched 2.1
innings in relief; giving up
five earned runs on six hits
and two walks.
Sunday's game against
No. 11 Stanford was canceled due to heavy rain in
the Tempe region.
Up next for UCF Softball is the home opener, a
doubleheader on Wednesday against UNF at the
UCF Softball Complex.
The first game is slated
for a 3 p.m. start.

Two meets next weekend
FROM

A9

Eight other athletes
would a).so post top-10 finishes on the day.
Kelsey Poljansek once
- again flirted with her own
school record in the shot
put. After three consecutive weeks of setting
records, Poljansek finished third this week with
a toss of 49.39 meters, only
0.03 meters from breaking
the record.
LaKendra Thomas just
missed the top five in the
shot put, finishing sixth
with a throw of 11.61
meters.

Katrina Skinner came ' dock 10th finishing . in
-in fourth in the mile nm 1:00.74, a personal best
with a time of5:18.79, while time for her.
Kathia Skinner finished
UCF will compete in
third in the 800-meter, two different meets next
crossing the line in 2:20.37. weekend with some of the
Carly Dart joined Katri- team headed to Fayetna Skinner finishing ninth teville, Ark., to participate
in the mile with a time of in the Tyson Invitational
on Friday and Saturday.
5:24.53.
Freshman Jacquelyn The rest of the team will
Gilchrist had a leap of 5.41 . travel to compete in the
meters in the long jump; UNC Invitational on Satgood enough for fourth in urday in Chapel Hill, N.C.
The Conference USA
the event.
Olinka Crusoe and Indoor Championships
Natalie Braddock broke , are now less than a month
into the top 10 in the 400.." away.
They will be held in
meter. Crusoe came in
ninth at 1:00.32 and Brad- Houston from Feb. 27-28.

Taylor rallied late in the
game to post a respectful 24point showing. But for the
game's first 29 minutes, Taylor was just off-target.
Facing stiff defense from
ECU's Sam Hinnant and
Jontae Sherrod, Taylor
missed 12 ofhis first 14 shots.
The Pirates praised their
defenders for locking down
the conference's best scorer,
but Taylor said the reason
for his poor shooting was
more about himself than
anything the Pirates did.
"I think that my shot just
wasn't on tonight," he said.
"I missed a lot of easy
layups. I missed a lot of easy
shots. I think I forced some
at times:'
Rompza's absence may
have also made the going
harder for Taylor. Without
Rompza. who ranks third in
the conference in assists per
game, the Knights didn't
have a player who could cut
hard to the basket, draw
defenses down and· find
open shooters on the wing,
such as 'Thylor.
And without Rompza's
tough, on-the-ball defense,
ECU point guard Brock
Young picked apart the
Knights for 12 points and
nine assists.
As a team, the Pirates
had 23 assists on 29 baskets.
The Knights have given
up 186 points in their past
two games and their schedule doesn't do them any
favors. Another high-octane

RAYMA JENKINS / CENTRAL FLORIDAFUTURE

Senior guard Jennaine Taylor, seen here against Houston, led the Knights in scoring
with 24 points, although he missed 12 of his first 14 shot attempts against ECU.

offense awaits as the
Knights travel to UTEP to
face the Miners on Wednesday.
UTEP (13-9 overall, 4-4
in C-USA) ranks second in
the conference with an average of 76.8 points per game
and is led by senior guard
StefonJackson. He is second
in Conference USA in
points per ga,me and
became the conference's alltime leading scorer on Jan.
31.

Rompza is questionable
for the contest against
UTEP, but Taylor said that

his team just has to keep
fighting through these difficult times.
''I think we're just missing that f"ight on defense," he
said. ''W"e're getting to that
point of the season where I
think everybody's tired,
everybody's got little nicks
and bruises and everything.
We don't have that extra
step on defense.
"We have a young team. I
don't think they are used to
feeling what they are feeling
right now. It's college basketball, so we've just got to
toughen it out."
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SGA ethics code
,'I

.is too vague

can eliminate any
position whenever I
want," SGA President Logan
Berkowitz said about his
decision to remove former
student advocacy director
and current vice presidential candidate Brendon
Rivard from his position.
"I can pick, drop positions at my discretion.
That's what my role is,"
Berkowitz said.
However; while a cursory glance at the 'S GA ethics
code reveals that is not, in
fact, what Berkowitz's "role
is,'' he is not far off.
The ethics code requires
only that the executive give
some reason for removing a
position.
That means that no matter how feeble the general
student body may feel
Berkowitz's reasoning was
for removing the position,
it is clear that he had the
authority to do so.
The timing of the move
is questionable, with SGA
elections on the horizon,
especially considering that
Rivard is a candidate for
vice president.
It seems inappropriate to
remove a candidate from
office during an election
without detailed, specific
reasons for doing so.
Berkowitz eliminated the
entire job of student advocacy director with a striking lack of concern for its
importance.
He cited numerous personal concerns about
Rivard.
He named few if any
concerns about the position
itself.
In doing so, he showed
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that he sees the extent of
his authority as permission
to do whatever he pleases
within the bounds of what
he can get away with.
Which brings us to the
more important aspect of
this recent turn of events:
The fact that Berkowitz and
his "any position whenever
I want" approach is tacitly
sanctioned by the exceedingly vague SGA code of
ethics.
Under the current SGA
code of ethics, the president is free to remove or
alter the duties of such
positions without the
.approval of the Senate.
Appointments to those
same positions require the
Senate's approval.
Rivard was subject to a
confirmation vote when he
accepted the position of
student advocacy director
less than four months ago.
He was fired last week
via e-mail, without the
approval or even consultation of the Senate or anyone but Berkowitz.
Both proceedings were
more or less in line with
current SGA statutes. ·
So can we really blame
Berkowitz for his brash
approach to governance
when the ethics codes of
his organization give him
free reign?
While he may not have
violated the ethics code to
the letter, he bas clearly
violated the spirit of that
document.
It is unlikely that anyone,
shy of South Par.ks Eric
Cartman, who read the
ethics code would derive
from it the attitude of "any
position whenever I want."

But history has shown
that the only reliable way to
ensure that those in power
adhere to ethical practices
is to put measures in place
that make them do so.
If you're going to ask the
SGA president for reasons,
you must also lay out exactly what reasons are acceptable and who gets to
decide.
Famed 19th century nistorian and moralist Lord
John Acton once said,
"Power tends to corrupt,
and absolute power corrupts absolutely."
While Berkowitz does
not have absolute power, he
clearly has enough to J;,e
influenced, if not corrupted
by it. .
Students who feel that
ethical reform is necessary
in SGA should feel free to
contact their senator, but
any such action would likely take longer than the
remainder of Berlwwitz's
term.
·More important is that,
as the next round of SGA
elect~ons begins to ramp
up, students listen carefully
to the positions and beliefs
of the candidates.
Students should ask
tough questions and try to
get past the slogans, promises and free pizza to find
out how the candidates will
make use of the power that
they seek.
Berkowitz's actions have
shown the real power of the
position that will soon be
up for grabs. It will be up
for students to show the
real power of their vote
when the -polls open and
they have the opportunity
to choose his replacement.

Prontising the
·intprobable
N

•
•

ow that the SGA
presidential election
is near, promises and
commitments have been
floating around campus. But
don't be fooled by some of
these polished campaigns.
The candidates for this
season's election have adopted platforms to lure in votes,
yet students need be warned
that a great deal of these
issues are beyond the clout
of elected executive office.
Knowing whether a candidate's premature promises
can be trusted or not is a
challenge.
Judging whether a candidate will actually accomplish
their campaign platforms
once in office is even harder.
And because you've just
met the candidates, the
responsibility of deliberating
among them and their issues
is all the more difficult. No
worries, though.
There are a few simple
tricks to tell if candidates
could really get their promises to roll if they were elected.
For instance, do any of their
issues affect students at
other colleges simultaneously?
Bright Futures delegation
is a fresh example. Sorry to
say, but there's little anyone
in UCF student government
can do about how much
BrightFutureswillcoverif
Gov. Charlie Crist's proposal
to allow universities to
charge differential tuition
that won't be covered by the
si.;;holarship progrF passes.
Although the executive

branch is well capable of
holding referendums to vote
on statewide issues of the
like, they cannot directly
affect the cash flow.
Speaking of which, money
is a fleeting resource that no
organization or department
can keep their hands on anymore.
If candidates are making
too many claims to financial
distribution among organizations, or if the projects they
have planned seem too universal to be affordable,
expect some empty commitments.
Besides money, some
promises are just too farfetched to attain Think
about how long it would take
to enact some of these measures. Remember, candidates
are in office only so long, and
the intervals between semesters are real dampers for getting things done.
It's not to say candidates
will only be able to achieve a
portion of their platforms
because of the lack of money
and tjme. Plenty of goals can
be and have been accomplished.
The candidates aren't
even in office yet, so when
you're judging them by their
promises, go with what's sensible to you.
Go with what's utilitarian.
If too many promises are
aimed at student organizations that are too specific
and student groups that are
too few in number-compared
with the student b.iy,
chances are those platforms

will be priority, and everyone
else will be left with the
crumbs of college diplomacy.
Don't iet these schoolyard
politicians feel like they have
to do too much. That will
just keep them from earning
your vote.
Seek the candidates with
promises that are focused
and centered. Most of all,
seek the candidates who are
committed to getting the job
done and getting out.
There's been a particular
amount of bureaucratic fluff
during the past few semesters. After last fall's senatorial race complaints were filed
against the Real UCF Ticket
because a banner displaying
the party's candidates would
hang over the MyUCF voting
site if the student used the
link provided by the party's
Web site. The complaints
were later dismissed.
With the Web sites of
Andrew Stein and Chace
Peckham already han~ a
cloud over this year's 'presidential election, students
don't need their elected offic'ials biting at each other and
promulgating petty distractions.
Either way, many students
will probably pick-whoever
wears the flashiest colors
and offers the most pizza
Hey, sometimes we need
more for our stomachs.
Otherwise, for those who
want to seriously participate
in our university's democracy, this is an opportunity to
use your vote to prove the .4
worth of the svstem.

/
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Shut up writer, the
commercials are on
The pro golfer and
' As I sat in a friend's livGillette spokesperson
ing room last Sunday, surjoined others sports icons
rounded by foods with
varying amounts of cheese
at the UCF Arena for the
Gillette - EA SPORTS
and with friends at varying
Champions of Gaming
levels of sobriety, and
finals.
watched what turned out to
The event, which
be a Super Bowl for the
ages, I noticed a trend that
boiled down to a shameless marketing drive of a
perJ?lexed me and my
super-fan sensibilities.
scale
that would make
JEFF WEINER
From the opening kickeven a GoDaddy.com girl
Opinions Editor
off through the end of the
blush, gave students a
first drive, we bickered, yelled at the
chance to witness the greatest athscreen and debated heatedly every
letes of this generation as they proplay and every decision made by
moted products and played video
both sides.
games.
Then the pictured faded, and
Sc;ore one more for commercialswitched from entertainment to
ISm.
advertisement, and I made the misThere is nothing wrong with
take of continuing to talk.
coinpany advertising a product dur"Shut up, Weiner," shouted at
ing some form of entertainment.
least a dozen angry voices. Confused,
But when we blur the line
I turned to the person nearest to me.
between the two, when entertain"Shhh," he whispered, "the comment and advertisement become
mercials are starting."
almost indistinguishable and we sell
It is official. We now live in a
the creativity of a society to the highworld where it is acceptable to talk
est bidding body spray, don't we sell
over the Super Bowl but not over the
a little bit of our soul in the process?
dancing lizards that sell energy
Speaking of the soul of our sociedrinks during the break.
ty, I write this column fully aware
The score is now commercialism
that we are fast approaching the
1, society 0.
most commercial of the so-called
The pattern continued for the
Hallmark holidays.
remainder of the game, as we dieNext Saturday is Valentine's Day,
hard fans all talked through the game the only day of the year that our
and watched the commercials with
devotion to our loved ones is quantiintensity.
fied by the price tag on a large
During the aforementioned lizard
stuffed animal.
commercial, some of those present,
Which is :fine, I guess, if you can
all of whom were adults, actually
afford to spend the big bucks on a
pulled out cardboard 3-D glasses that pink bear that was made for pennies
they had obtained for the occasion
in Mexico, but doesn't that turn a
I like commercials as much as the
holiday that's supposed to be about
next guy, or at least I thought I did,
love into a crap-buying competition?
but that scene seemed like it had
Shouldn't we be watching Tiger
gone too far.
Woods play golf, instead of watching
That is until last Tuesday, when
him groom himself? And isn't it the
UCF students turned out in droves
game, not the commercials, that we
to watch Tiger Woods shave.
really came to see?

a

READER VIEWS
Please.
Lack of parking turns
Anybody?
commute into game
,-

This past January, I moved out of

Lake Claire and into an off-campus
apartment off of Alafaya.
When I made this move, I spoke
to several people from the Department of Parking Services who
assured me multiple times that
-there would be·enough room on
campus for me to park with the
sticker I had.
Well, now that I have had an
entire month of driving to class to
mull it over, I certainly have a few
things to say about that
Not only is there insufficient
parking for off-campus students, but
insufficient parking for students
period. I spend roughly a half hour
searching for a place to park every
time I arrive on campus.
And I am not the only one.
Students circle around the parking garages like vultures, stalking
their unknowing peers in any which
direction, hoping they'll quickly
arrive at their car and free up a spot.
And don't even think about stealing one who already has another car
waiting.
It turns into Mother Nature's
survival of the fittest fast, where
only the most fearless and aggressive drivers come out on top.
Those left behind are just that:
left, to endure the process all over
again, only to be late for class and
be penalized by professors.
Half-empty faculty parking lots
serve as a salivating reminder that
we have nowhere to go and little
time to do it.
,
Something must 'b e done here.
Where are our front lines?
I think I speak for the en~ student bodv when I sav: Helo us.
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ALLIE SCLAFANI
FRESHMAN, SCHOOL OF BUSINESS

Research Park students
lack wireless Internet
I'm Dan Dansby, and I'm a third
year undergraduate in the B.F.A.
Design & Technology in the theatre
program.
I'm writing to you on the advice
of a CAH (College of Arts and
Humanities) senator.
On January 7, 2009, I sent an email to all SGA CAH Senators
about the fact that there is no UCF
wireless at the theatre offices located off-campus in Research Park.
I received a prompt reply from
one of the senators, and we went
about trying to figure out why there
isn't wireless and how to go about it
getting it.
We've contacted ~ the appropriate departments here at UCF: the
Network Operations Center, Internet Help Desk and CAH Technology Office. All efforts proved fruitless.
I pay the sam.e fees as on-campus
students, and they receive wireless
in almost every building on main
campus.
Most of my theatre design classes are held at the offices in
Research Park.
It's beyond annoying not being
able to access the Internet on my
laptop for a university that almost
dictates you have an Internet connection to get any work done.
DAN DANSBY
JUNIOR, DESIGN AND TECHNOLOGY,
THEATRE PROGRAW.
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SUBMISSION DEADLINES

HOW TO PLACE AN AD

Online 24 hrs/day:
www.KnightNewspapers.com/cl~ifieds
By phone: 407-447-4555
By fax: 407-447-4556
In person: ll825 High Tech Ave,

•
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PAYMENT METHODS

Online. phone. fax,
inperson:
10 a.m. Fri for Mon. issue

VISA, MC, AMEx,
Discover, Cash, Check

5 p.m. Mon. for Wed. issue
5 p.m. Wed. for Fri issue

OFFICE BUSINESS HOURS

Monday - Friday
9 a.m. - 5 p.m.

Suite 100, Orlando FL 32817•

407-447-4S55 • www.KnightNewspape~s.com/classifieds
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CLASSIFICATIONS
100
125
150
175
200
225

Rate
Help Wanted: General
C
Help Wanted: Part-Time C
HelpWanted:Full-Tnne C
Business Opportunities B
For Rent: Homes
B
For Rent Apartments
B

250 Roommates

A

275 Sublease
300 For Sale: Homes

A
B

RATES
~

Asst M-F 4-6tn per day $12hv.
Plelllous office exp. helpful Duties
incl doc scanning, flDng, report
prep. e-mal resume to
albert@mixnerco.com

E'xchrge Coordnalors Wanted
EF Fot.rdalm seeks energetic
ard motivated represe, 11ati~ 10
hep fird h:mes tJr i1t'I excharge
s11.denls. Cormlission / travel

Bt\RTENDERS WANTED.
$300 a day polEntial.No
Experience Necessary. Trairvrg
Provided. Pga 18 + OK 800-9656520 x 107.

Summer .kJbs
-$2100
-Co-EdCarp
-8ever1Wea<s·
-Rciom ard 8oad lrduded

A

A

400
500
600
700
800
900

B
A
B
B
B
B

• Pricing includes up to four lines, 35 characters per line
• Offering a successful average return of over 85%
• Reaching UCF and East Orlando, multiple publication
placement available for Oviedo and Winter Springs
• Enter and view classified ads online 24 hours a day

Services
Announcements
Travel'
Worship
Miscellaneous
Wanted

Get Paid to Play!

The Roooa Bks YOUlh Carrp (FEYC)
needs male ard female &rrmer carrp
Couiselors ages 18 ard 1..p. FEYC is
an overrig1t carrp localed off of
H!jlway 4f,() in Umalila, Fl.... The
carrp 11.JlS Jule 8th-Juy 25th. Please
oonla::t Krys Ragan:! at OO:l-523-1673

"

ext251 or352-455-4267

6016 or 813-763-a>17

AKC registered Frend, &
Ergish Bulloog,Vet checked.health guarantee for $700ecdl.-

Room For Rent $425

Contact·
crdaleemorrisfo@ymoo.com

roorrrnates. Rent is a flat $450.
Great neigttxlrtxJod. Avail.
lrrmed. Cal 407-403-3187

Room avail i14,2 in Nortt-gale

Rent is $530 per month ird.Jd
utilities. Cal 239-398-3931
Selling Something? With our 85%
sucx:ess rate, it's as good as gone! To
place an ad call 407-447-4555 or logon

www.knightnewspapers.com/dassifieds

www.YouDriveCars.oom

,,_r·

~

~ ............ s="

Male for 414 i1 ~ lln:rg
$450kro includes utiities, cable,
iltemet, l-CF shuttle, great
roommates, washer.tiyer,

A O VI E R T IS I NO N E 7 v v o R ~ O F~ R I O A
c t as3irfed

Female rooma1e for 212.s oonoo
witnn walkirg cistance of UCF.
700ml uti i"d..ded. Cal (954)
557-4231 for i1t:lrrnatm.

I Dtsp

tn-y

I M~i-0- O.nHif

'"k~f

funishe::l 772-215-6768

T h e l<ey tc> acl'Vertisi.-.g SU1c:c:ess

350

•

A&J l\i'ovas wi be i1 Or1ardo
area looki"g for a ba:l 1owards
Nashvile or strTOL.ndi"g cities on
Feb. 16th Will make a geat deal!
615-349-5847

rm

WANTED

DONATE YOUR VEHICLE
RECEIVE $1000 GROCERY
COUPON UNfTED BREAST
CANCER FOUNDATION Free
Marrmograms, Breast Cana3r lnb
www.tJJd.i1fo FFIEEJ"CM'irg,J"ax

Ded.dible, Non-Runers

' l - & 6 6 - 7 4 2 - .. 3 7 3
vv:vvyy.floricla--classifiec:ls.ce>m

ax:>2Joh1 Deere6420 MM-1:l,
640 loa::ler, Diesel Ertjne HP:90, $5700 delais ao::t pdures at
rob42d@gmail.oorn or (720)- ·
8914758

4

Wednesday puzzle:
Medium level

3

Friday puzzle:
Hard/eve/

9

CROSSWORD

Lakes. $299 ~ fee pao for ~I

to dive reN C3S 'llith eds.

6
7
8
4 5

Solution, tips and computer program at www.sudoku.com

Roorrmale to share 212. Corm
Htllter's Reser.e-dose 10 l-CF,-

FREE Ubl's tJr rmth of FEB, W/D,
pool, ycvd, funishe::l 917-400-4920

Earn $1000-$3200 a month

Monday puzzle:
Easy/eve/

8 4

7

temis,pooljinlzzi ...$625,tn
wA.rtnrtiesCable1VAntemet
MUST SEE..c:all (772)285-8501

ROOMS 4 RENT; $475+ util. split

RRE YOUR BOSSI! Simple
system that requires no selling ,
or explaining. WCll1c: at home,
full training & st4JP()rt by self
made mllllonaires. Call 800-2245Jf17. Don't Beliew..J:>on't Call

2

2

Lease~- 2400sqft touse.

In person sales. l..iteraly make
$30- $60 an tnr. Prock.dis
people frierdy. sells itself,
~ 'llith (11/0' $1500 i1 value,
free bod, oi c:ta1ges et., ro
pressueta::li::s, ernai
prpoi1tws@ool.oom )0-.Jr phone
n..ni:la" 10 get slMEd.

3

8

BIG ROOM br rent, rna.9er
wtWalk-i1 doset,lg 11.bShare
CClNOO w/2. girls-Close to l-CF

Puzzles by Pappocom

Fill in the grid so
···-·····-· that every row,
column and 3x3 box
contains the digits 1
through 9 with no
repeats.

6 7

www.KnighlNewspapers.com/dassifieds

~ tlr 1 or 2 female

suldolku
©

··-····

6

Cal Car1os 407-948-8400
Place your ad in minutes!
Call 407-447-4555 or enter online at

s9

1.

4 5
6
9
3

1

1 mile 10 l-CF. S1Ldents
welo'.lrre. W/D, tile floors
$1200hro.

'3f2f2.

'MXX:l floors,calh.ceirg,screened
pordl,washer,tiye-,funishe::l,cable,ntemet ard utilities
irdu:led.$00),tno cal 863-004-

$19
$13

350 For Sale: General
375 ForSale:Pets

benefits. Must be 25+.
(877)216-1293.

Wanted partliTe Na'Tlyto care
fortv.o 1Ddcler boys (ages 2 & 1) a
few days a week in Winter Pax
Educaron l::a:kgound preferred.
References reqired. Conlcd
Katy at Kates2579@ool.oom.

Rate C

$J3

First issue: ·
Each addl issue:

9

CPA Finn needs PIT Admin

Rate B

$9
$6

B

100
&r.-eyTakers Needed:
Make $5-25 per s.rvey.
GetPaidTo1link.corn

Rate A

32S ForSale:Automotive

.Aa:eµed, (888)468-5964

Need Grapic:Artist 1o tun ideas
into biboaro ~ - Mustw:xk
fast ard a:nratEfy. Great resume
l::uder! Cal Ard. 940-704-5138

Donate Plasma!
Sometimes a Band-Aid is not enough

ACROSS
1 Sample tape
5 High spirits
8 Leave empty
14 Novelist Hunter
15 Made in the _
16 Laundry worker
17 Grovels
18 Vegas intro
19 Mark of disgrace
20 Groups of three
22 Souchong, e.g.
24 Beau Brummells
25 Horseshoe point
27 Beluga product
28 Gardener's
appendage?
32 Big glob
33 Social finisher?
34 Trees with red
fruits
36 Smooth, even
style in music
38 Boring tools
42 Heredity
46 Stomach
47 Composed
50 Remaining loyal
to
52 Gibbon, e.g.
53 Regardless
54 Hawk's rival ·
56 Woods rival ·
57 Most sick
61 Critical point
63 Turner or Mack
65 Dunkable treat
66 Enticement
67 Time past
68 Riviera resort
69 Marshal's bands
70 Dispute
71 Outfits
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10 Hair style
11 Type of cat or
goat
12 Paces
13 Deletes
21 Mean e xplicitly
23 Ms. Bombeck
26 Org. of
Capitals and
Senators
28 Former Yankee
McDougald
29 AAA plan
30 Med. printout
DOWN
1 Red ink entry
31 Poisonous
2 Even one time
spider
3 Bethlehem
32 Chinese food
visitors
additive
4 Discounted
35 Cardinal great
5 Throbbings
37 Mature
6 Continental
39 Omelet item
NASA equivalent 40 Tight spot
7 Pre-computer
41 Epitome of
page design
messiness
8 Passport
43 & others: Lat.
44 Fonda film, with
endorsement
9 Fleming or
"The"
Garfunkel
45 Freezing

ROOM

MOPUP.HOSE

E R MA

A R O S E
E L L A
C E M E T E R I E S

D I E S
T A L C

H O P - E M B ODY

0 N E A L -- E E R I E - - PATA I OT I c - T R A C T

••• A S S A I

L S. T

.!!.~!:!_

SLY.AL I-AUK.CRY
10US.O P TIMUM···
T O M E S • E A R O N E O U S
--- M E D I A - G L I N T
D E S I L U - I R A I I N TO

I

A P O P L E C T I C

S K I M

W E A A
NE AO

ADDS

T O O T H
S. PAE E

S E E P

Last issue solved
47 Zany
48 Good-looking
guy
49 _ advocate
51 Stockings
55 Big birds Down
Under

56 Previous
spouses
58 Border lake
59 Religious group
60 Digits
62 Exist
64 Self-image

Solution and new puzzles innext issue's Classifieds

How KNIGHTRO
places Classifieds in the

fl:entral 3f=loriba 3f=uture
fot _as low as $5 an issue!
OByPhone

Located Near Campus
t----407-679-2700 - -

407-447-4555

f)online

www.workforstudents.com
1

HIRING

Lifeguards &
Poolside Service Staff
www.Knightnewspap«s.com1classifieds

LIFEGUARDS 5 needed with current
American Red Cross Certification and CPR for the
Professional Rescuer

POOISIDE SERVERS 8 needed, no experience
necessary
We ore looking for personable teamplayers with positive, cooperative
attitudes and a willingness to learn.
We offer o competit ive hourly rote
and free employee meals.

.ByFax

...~~---------~-------· -- ·-·
Find out how thousands of people save lives and earn extra CA$H by donating plasma
regularly. Plasma is used to make manufacture injectable products for people, including
children, with serious illneses.

DCI Biologicals

407-447-4556

Gm Person

1900 Alafaya Trail Suite 500 Orlando 321-235-9100

* $10 Special-New and Return (not donated in the last 6 months)

•

Bring this ad and receive an extra $5 on your 2nd and 4th donation.
www.dciplasma.com

.

University Court, Suite 200
(Unlvu1lty Blvd. & Rouk Rd.)

"'------------J-

, I
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February 9, 2009 • ~ l :Jloriba ~tt

www.CentralFloridaFuture.com

r ut

•

See .the djfference 100
PwC interns made in Belize.

Begin at www.pwc.tv
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